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Time-division superconducting quantum interference device multiplexer
for transition-edge sensors
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We report on the design and performance of our second-generation 32-channel time-division
multiplexer developed for the readout of large-format arrays of superconducting transition-edge
sensors. We present design issues and measurement results on its gain, bandwidth, noise, and cross
talk. In particular, we discuss noise performance at low frequency, important for long uninterrupted
submillimeter/far-infrared observations, and present a scheme for mitigation of low-frequency
noise. Also, results are presented on the decoupling of the input circuit from the first-stage feedback
signal by means of a balanced superconducting quantum interference device pair. Finally, the first
results of multiplexing several input channels in a switched, digital flux-lock loop are shown.
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I. INTRODUCTION

The excellent performance of optical-to-x-ray micr
calorimeters and far-infrared-to-submillimeter bolomete
making use of superconducting-to-normal phase-transi
thermometers, generally called transition-edge sen
~TES!, has led to demands for large arrays for applications
diverse as materials analysis and astronomy. The low no
low power, and low input impedance of superconduct
quantum interference devices~SQUIDs! make them the pre
amplifier of choice for TES devices. Due to the constrai
on wiring and circuit complexity, multiplexed readou
schemes are required to instrument large-format arrays. B
time-division multiplexing~TDM! ~Ref. 1! and frequency-
division multiplexing ~FDM! ~Ref. 2! are presently unde
development. The tradeoffs between those two approa
are discussed extensively elsewhere.3,4 Here, we describe the
development of a TDM circuit.

The TDM performance of a TES sensor array is go
erned by several criteria, discussed in more de
elsewhere.1,3 Nyquist’s criterion for multiplexing many pix-
els with fast signals, as would occur in an optical or x-r
TES microcalorimeter array, asks for high sample rate
large system bandwidth. MultiplexingN channels increase
the multiplexer~MUX ! noise bandwidth, so the MUX nois
level has to beAN times smaller than for readout electroni
of a single pixel to match the noise levels at the output. T
so-called multiplex disadvantage requires a low input no
level for the MUX. The strongest constraint is set by the sl
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rate and dynamic range requirements for TES x-ray mic
calorimeters as developed, for example, for NASA’s Cons
lation X mission. This mission requires a combination of lo
input noise, high bandwidth and operation in flux-lock-loo
~FLL! mode. In contrast, the observation of submillimet
infrared radiation from the sky with a TES bolometer arr
requires very low low-frequency noise, thereby extend
the period of uninterrupted observation. Most of these cr
ria will be addressed in this article.

II. MULTIPLEXER DESIGN

The design of a second-generation 32-channel MUX,
subject of this article, builds upon the experience accum
lated with an earlier eight-channel device1,5 that used a dif-
ferent circuit architecture. Our first-generation eight-chan
TDM has now been used in a submillimeter instrument,
BRE, recently tested at the Caltech Submillime
Observatory.6 Although the first-generation design worke
satisfactorily, it suffered from limitations in scalability.7

The second-generation 32-channel multiplexer chip r
resents one column of a 323N array readout. Its design i
shown in Fig. 1. Most of the symbols used throughout t
article are defined in this design section and Fig. 1. T
abbreviationsL and M are reserved for self-inductance an
mutual inductance, respectively. The second-genera
MUX consists of two stages fabricated on one silicon ch
and an off-chip third stage. This arrangement allows for o
eration of the first two stages near the TES at base temp
ture and the third stage at 4 K. The first stage contains
input SQUIDs~SQ1! including input coils (L IN1), address
resistors (RADDRESS), output transformers~TR!, and a com-
mon feedback~FB1! line. The second stage includes a tran
former loop ~TL! common to the 32 input SQUIDs, whic
are coupled to that loop by means of the output transform

ne-
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3808 Rev. Sci. Instrum., Vol. 74, No. 8, August 2003 de Korte et al.
The TL is coupled to the second-stage SQUID~SQ2!. A third
stage series-array SQUID~SA!, which is not part of the
MUX chip, buffers the signal to the room-temperature ele
tronics.

FIG. 1. MUX architecture. Only one column is shown. An addresscurrent
switches on one row of first-stage series-connected SQUIDs at a time
address resistor,RA51 V, shunts each first-stage SQUID. The curre
through the address resistor arm runs also through a transformer coil,
pling the signal to a transformer loop, common to all first-stage SQUID
one column. The transformer loop is coupled to a second-stage SQUI
its input coil. Each second stage SQUID is voltage-biased,RBIAS590 mV,
and its output current is fed into the input coil of a current-biased ser
array SQUID capable of carrying the voltage signal to room-tempera
low-noise electronics. The series-array SQUID is not a part of the MU
chip.
Downloaded 14 Oct 2003 to 142.103.234.76. Redistribution subject to A
-

We have developed a series-address multiplexer ar
tecture. To facilitate comprehension of this scheme, a tw
dimensional schematic is shown in Fig. 2. In this approa
address currents (I ADDRESS) are applied sequentially to tur
on one row at a time. In the ‘‘on’’ row the SQ1s, eac
shunted with a resistorRADDRESS of 1 V, are connected in
series. The increase of the bias resistorRADDRESS above 100
mV, typically used to voltage bias SQUIDs, results in im
provements of the first-stage power consumption, redu
the Johnson current–noise contribution of the bias resis
and improves the switch-off time constant of the first stage
the expense of a reduction of the first-stage gain. The ou
current of the first stage is inductively coupled to a comm
transformer loop by means of an output transformer in
bias-resistor arm of the first-stage circuitry. This arm is ch
sen since it has a lower dc current than does the SQUID a
The transformer design is a tradeoff between first-stage g
and signal bandwidth.

The transformer loop is a closed stripline containing
secondary transformer coils and one input coil to the seco
stage SQUID. To optimize the signal-to-noise ratio of the
the total self-inductance of the secondary transformer c
33LTR is designed to equal the self-inductanceL IN2 of the
second-stage SQUID input coil. One of the input transfor
ers is not coupled to a first-stage SQUID and can be u
with an external current source for system testing. T
second-stage SQUID is voltage biased withRBIAS590 mV.
This SQUID has a coil~FB2! coupled to it with a wiring
option for two, four, or eight turns that is used to set a dc fl
bias offset for the second-stage SQUID. In order to optim
the bandwidth of the second-stage bias circuit, a one-t
input coil series-array SQUID with a small inductan
L INSA'74 nH is used. The series-array SQUID, which is n
a part of the MUX chip, is current biased, and the feedba
coil with inductanceLFBSA is used to set a dc flux bias offse

SQ2 could also be a series-array SQUID, allowing dir
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FIG. 2. Two-dimensional schematic
of the MUX. The series connections o
the SQ1 address lines, between th
various columns, are shown as well a
the dark SQUID for reduction of low-
frequency noise.
IP license or copyright, see http://ojps.aip.org/rsio/rsicr.jsp
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coupling to room-temperature electronics. This arrangem
would result in a simplified two-stage MUX. However, o
existing series-array SQUIDs dissipates up to 1mW when
optimally biased. This power may be too high to place at
base temperature of some cryostats. The second-s
SQUID can also be eliminated by carrying the supercond
ing transformer loop all the way to the series-array SQUID
4 K. We have chosen the more complex three-stage de
because it circumvents wiring, EMI, power dissipation, a
shielding issues.

Another design issue is the coupling between the co
mon first-stage feedback coil and the SQ1 input coil. Whe
feedback current is applied to flux lock the on SQUID, c
rents are induced in the input coils and consequently in
bias circuits of all the other detectors in that column. Sin
the currents induced in the detector bias circuits have a fi
decay time, these induced currents result in cross talk
tween each on-channel and all the off-channels in one
umn ~see Sec. IV E!. In this second-generation design, th
coupling is reduced by connecting the TES to the input c
of two input SQUIDs with oppositely wound feedback co
as shown in Fig. 3. Only one SQUID of the pair is turned o
A dummy SQUID structure is used for coupling of the se
ond counterwound coil in order to match the mutual indu
tances as closely as possible.

III. MULTIPLEXER MANUFACTURING AND
EXPERIMENTAL SETUP

The MUX chip has been made using a standard proc
for dc SQUID fabrication at NIST.8 Typical performance fig-
ures for those SQUIDs are reported elsewhere.9,10 In brief,
we use Nb/AlOx /Nb trilayer Josephson junctions, PdAu r
sistors, SiO2 interlayers, and Nb wiring. The typical induc
tance of a single SQUID isLSQ'18 pH, the maximum criti-
cal current 2I C5100mA, and the resistance of the shu
resistors isRsh51 V. Figure 4 is a photograph of part of th
32-channel multiplexer chip.

Most of the measurements reported in this article w
performed using a dip probe in a 4 K helium dewar. The
MUX chip is clamped and bonded onto a PC board, which

FIG. 3. Balanced SQUID-pair is designed to eliminate coupling betw
the common feedback line per column and the first-stage SQUID in
circuits. The double feedback circuit has two coils, wound in opposite
rections, thereby canceling the action of the feedback line on the input. O
one of the SQUIDs will be switched on-and-off during multiplexing.
dummy SQUID is implemented to match all inductances as closely as
sible.
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attached at the end of the probe. The bias and signal con
tions to this PC board are made by means of flexible cab
to room temperature. Each has eight microstrip lines. A h
permeability metal cylinder magnetically shields the P
board and MUX chip. The third-stage series-array SQUID
shielded by its own high permeability metal and superc
ducting shield.

IV. PERFORMANCE DATA AND INTERPRETATION

A. Dc parameters

The SQUIDs used have a flux-focusing washer elec
cally isolated from the SQUID. Although this design reduc
the coupling efficiency to the device it tends to result in le
resonance.9 Resonance damping is also obtained via intrac
damping resistorsRic ,10 which are not shown in Fig. 1. In
order to increase the chance for nonresonant operation of
MUX chip the intracoil damping resistances for the first pr
duction batch were chosen conservatively, i.e.,Ric

530 mV/turn. Some measured and calculated parame
for the SQUIDs on this multiplexer chip are given in Table
The calculated values are shown within parentheses.

Although SQ1 is almost identical to SQ2, differences
the maximum current modulationDI max, the transfer coeffi-
cient I F5(]I /]F), and the dynamic resistanceRDYN at the
operation point, arise due to different bias conditions. Sett
the bias current for the maximum current modulationDI max

and the flux bias for the middle of theI –F curve, we get the
range ofI F andRDYN given in Table I. The two values forI F

originate from a difference in the positive and negati
slopes of the measuredI –F curves. The total power con
sumption of the first stage at the optimum bias point for S
is 2.0 nW for SQ1 itself and 0.4 nW forRADDRESS. For the
second stage, the breakdown is 0.9 nW for SQ2 itself and
nW for RBIAS . The total power consumption per column of
nW is close to a typical TES power consumption for
pixels of 0.8 nW. The measured mutual inductances are c
sistent with 9 pH per turn, so this value is also used to c

n
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s-

FIG. 4. Micrograph of part of the 32-channel MUX. The top row of co
are the transformers, coupling signals from the first-stage SQUIDs into
common transformer loop. The second and third row contains first-s
input SQUIDs, each channel consisting of a pair. The coil on the far lef
the middle row is the second-stage SQUID, while the coil directly abov
is the extra transformer. The pitch between each successive first-s
SQUID pair, alternatively on the second and third row, is 550mm.
IP license or copyright, see http://ojps.aip.org/rsio/rsicr.jsp
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Downloaded 14 O
TABLE I. Dc parameters of SQ1, SQ2, TR, and SA.

2I C

~mA!
DI max

~mA!
I F

(mA/F0)
RDYN

~V!
Power
~nW!

M IN
21

(mA/F0)
MFB

21

(mA/F0)
L IN

~nH!

SQ1 102 34 94 or 118 1.4–1.6 2.4 6.5 75.7 130~67!
SQ2 117 60 116 or 182 3.0–6.0 1.6 ~15.3! 44.1 ~8.0!
TR ~0.59! 74 ~73!
SA 153 '1000 ~213.7! 213.7 74
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culateM IN2 . The value measured forMFB2 is smaller, i.e.,
5.9 pH per turn, due to screening by the transformer loop
explained below. For the self-inductances of the SQUID
put coils, only the value forL IN1 of SQ1 can be measure
directly. The other values are calculated on the basis of s
inductances measured for 19- and 50-turn input coils o
similar SQUID. Those data can be fitted using a washer
ductance of 26.7 pH and a stray inductance of 0.22 nH/m
as expected for the stripline coil.11 The large difference be
tween the washer inductance and mutual inductance per
is due to the floating washer geometry. The large discrepa
between the measured and calculated inductanceL IN1 for the
double first-stage SQUID 35-turn input coil is assumed
originate from stray inductances off-chip.

The signals from the multiplexed first-stage SQUIDs a
coupled to the transformer loop by means of a 20:1 tra
former. By applying an input currentDI INT to the spare input
transformer and measuring the flux changeDFSQ2, we mea-
sured a transferDI INT /DFSQ25105mA/F0 . Simple consid-
erations lead to

DI INT /DFSQ25LTL /~M INTM IN2!, ~1!

whereLTL is the inductance of the transformer loop,M INT is
the mutual inductance of the transformer, andM IN2 is the
mutual inductance between SQ2 and its input coil. Sin
SQ2 is very similar to SQ1 and other NIST SQUIDs w
calculateM IN2

21 to be 15.3mA/F0 , so thatLTL /M INT56.9.
The transformer has a square hole of sized5110mm, an
input coil with n520 turns, and an output coil ofn51 turn.
Assuming perfect coupling,M INT is calculated to be 3.5
nH,11 which results in a value forLTL523.9 nH. Another
approach to obtainLTL is to add the estimated inductanc
for all the elements, i.e., 8 nH forL IN2 ~Table I!, and 0.47 nH
for each of the 33LTR, each consisting of a coupled indu
tance LTRC50.17 nH and a stray inductanceLTRSTRAY

50.3 nH. The self-inductance of the stripline common tra
former loop itself can be neglected, given its width of
mm. So the total calculated inductanceLTL5L IN2133LTR

523.5 nH is consistent with the measurement
DI INT /DFSQ2. The data show thatL IN2Þ33LTR, so there
remains some room for optimization of the system signal
noise ratio and bandwidth.

The calculated value ofL INT573 nH is consistent with
direct measurement.

B. Frequency response and bandwidth

The frequency response of the MUX can be described
a multiplication of the various poles in the system. The fi
stage contains two poles. One is due to the intracoil damp
ct 2003 to 142.103.234.76. Redistribution subject to A
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resistors on the input coilL IN1 . Using the calculated
inductance of 67 nH for the SQUID pair, this po
frequency equals 4.4 MHz. The other is due to the b
circuit of the first-stage SQUID i.e., @(RDYN

1RADDRESS)//RICDINT#/2pL INT , with RICDINT510V, the
intracoil damping resistance on the transformer coil. Use
Table I gives a pole frequency at 4.2–4.4 MHz.

The flux generated in the second-stage SQUID by a fi
stage output currentI OUT, coupled by means of the trans
former, is given by

]FSQ2

]I OUT
~v!5

M INTM IN2

LTL~v!
. ~2!

This relation is in accordance with relation~1!, which con-
tains the low-frequency valueLTL(0) for the transformer
loop inductance. If one of the first-stage SQUIDs is on, a
neglecting the intracoil damping resistors on the transfo
ers, we have

LTL~v!5@L IN2133~LTRSTRAY1LTRC!#

231LTRC

~v/v1!2k2

11~v/v1!2
. ~3!

The self-inductanceLTL contains not onlyL IN2 , LTRC, and
LTRSTRAY, the first term on the right side of the equation, b
also the influence of screening by 31 first-stage off-SQU
bias circuits, containingL INT574 nH andRADDRESS51 V,
where v15RADDRESS/L INT and k equals the coupling con
stant of the transformer coils. At frequencies well abo
v1/2p52.15 MHz, the inductance of the transformer loo
should decrease by 31LTRC55.3 nH. This results in an in-
crease of the high-frequency transformer signal transfer.
second stage contains two more poles. The first is due to
intracoil damping resistors on the input and feedback coils
SQ2. Assuming perfect coupling between both coils we c
culate a pole frequency of 5.3 MHz. The other pole is due
the bias circuit of SQ2 and has a frequency of@(RDYN

1RBIAS)//RICDSA#/2pL INSA . With the values in Table I and
an intracoil damping resistorRICDSA550V on the input coil
of the series-array SQUID the pole frequency ranges
tween 6.3 and 11.7 MHz.

The measurement of the frequency-response functio
the MUX using the feedback coil of the second SQUID as
input is another way to characterize screening by the tra
former loop. In this case, the frequency response decre
for higher frequencies as shown by

]FSQ2

]I FB
~v!5MFB2F12

kcL IN2

LTL~v!G , ~4!
IP license or copyright, see http://ojps.aip.org/rsio/rsicr.jsp
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wherekc is the coupling constant between input and fee
back coils of SQ2, and is expected to be close to 1.0.LTL(v)
is the impedance of the transformer loop given by relat
~3!. However, since this frequency response is measured
all first-stage SQUIDs turned off, the last term in Eq.~3!
should have a prefactor of 32 instead of 31.

The frequency response for various stages of the M
is measured with a network analyzer. For these meas
ments, the output of the series-array SQUID is ac couple
the network analyzer with 50V input impedance. The dat
and respective fits are shown in Fig. 5, while the calcula
and fitted pole frequencies are summarized in Table II.

The frequency response of the series-array SQUID
be fit as a one-pole low-pass filter with a corner frequency
13 MHz. This roll-off is consistent with anRC–time con-
stant caused by the dynamic resistance of the SQUID a
RDYN'120– 150V and the measured capacitance of ab
100 pF of the wiring from 4 K to room temperature. The
intrinsic bandwidth of the SQUID array is at least 100 MHz9

The frequency response of the second MUX stage
been measured at two different inputs, i.e., the feedback
of SQ2 and the additional transformer input into the tra
former loop. The spectra of those two frequency respon
are distinctly different. The transfer function for the SQ
feedback coil input decreases for higher frequencies, w
the one measured for the input at the transformer loop
creases with higher frequencies~see Fig. 5!. Fitting the
second-stage data we find that the amplitude difference
tween the two different spectra is consistent with the m
sured dc values in Table I. In order to obtain good fits to

FIG. 5. Frequency response for the various MUX stages. All measurem
have been taken in open loop using a network analyzer. The parameters
for the various fits are described in detail in the text.
Downloaded 14 Oct 2003 to 142.103.234.76. Redistribution subject to A
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shapes of both frequency response curves, 9 nH has t
screened out of the transformer loop, instead of the expe
5.7 nH due to the screening action by the 32 first-stage
SQUIDs. The pole frequency fitted for the screening, 2
MHz, agrees with the predictions. To fit the above data,
two second-stage poles discussed above also have to b
ted. The fits result in a pole at 5.3 and 8 MHz, in agreem
with those calculated.

The frequency-response fit for a signal input at the in
coil of the first-stage SQUID uses the SQ2 response mo
for input at the transformer as described above, and mu
plies this with two additional poles at 4.4 and 5.6 MHz. T
poles are calculated to be at 4.4 and 4.2–4.4 MHz. The
fore, the pole due to first-stage intracoil damping is a
frequency equal to or larger than 4.4 MHz, which means t
~1! the calculated value forL IN1 , 67 nH, is correct, and~2!
the high measured inductance forL IN1 , 130 nH~see Table I!,
must be due largely to excess stray inductance in the m
surement.

The total 3 dB bandwidth of the system, obtained
multiplication of the various poles, is slightly larger than
MHz. Since the bandwidth for multiplexing, defined by th
on-and-off switching of first-stage SQUIDs, doesn’t depe
on the pole of the input circuit, the bandwidth for multiple
ing will be slightly larger than the system bandwidth.

C. White noise

The contribution of the SQUID noise itself could be
low as12

ASFSQ5A18kBTL2/Rsh'0.3 mF0 /AHz. ~5!

Other sources of noise in the system are intracoil damp
resistors on the input and feedback coils of SQ1 and SQ
well as on the transformer coils, and the 32 address resis
of 1 V each in the first stage. The noise of the intrac
damping resistors is given by10

ASFI 2C5A4kBTn

Ric
M1 , ~6!

with n the number of coil turns,Ric the intracoil damping
resistance per turn, and M1 the mutual inductance of one tur
of the coil to the SQUID.Ric530 mV per turn for the SQ1
and SQ2 input and feedback coils. The noise of the intra
resistors on the input and feedback coils of SQ2 is redu
due to screening by the common transformer loop. In
case of good coupling between feedback and input coil,
screening equals (12L IN2 /LTL)50.66. All calculated values
are summarized in Table III.

To transfer the second-stage noise contributions to
input of the first stage the values given in the third column

ts
sed
TABLE II. Pole frequencies~MHz! for the first two stages of the MUX.

Intracoil damping,
first-stage SQUID

Bias circuit,
first-stage
SQUID

Intracoil damping,
second-stage SQUID

Bias circuit,
second-stage

SQUID

Fitted to data 4.4 or 5.6 5.6 or 4.4 5.3 8.0
Calculated 4.4 4.2–4.4 5.3 6.3–11.7
IP license or copyright, see http://ojps.aip.org/rsio/rsicr.jsp
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Table III have to be divided by the first-to-second stage ga
which equals 1.060.1. The total calculated noise for bo
stages transferred to the input of the first-stage is equa
2.7960.09mF0 /AHz.

White-noise levels have been measured with a spect
analyzer. Measurements were performed at several stag
the MUX, while operating subsequently the various stage
FLL mode. The measured noise levels given in Table IV
tabulated for FLL operation at a particular stage. The con
bution of the third-stage noise and preamplifier noise to
previous stages of the MUX can be neglected. The meas
first-stage noise is, however, clearly affected by the nois
the second stage.

Two different noise levels are measured for vario
SQ1s on and the second-stage in FLL, because the SQ1
biased alternately on the positive and negative slopes of t
I –F curve, an unintentional feature of the present desig

Given the data summarized in Table IV and the know
edge ofI F ~Table I! for the first-stage SQUIDs, we can ex
tract the white-noise levels for the different SQUID stag
from the measurements. The first-stage noise level der
equals 1.8760.10mF0 /AHz, while the measured noise fo
the second stage equals 1.30mF0 /AHz.

Both levels are significant smaller than the calcula
values given in Table III. The discrepancy can be resolved
simply fitting the data, which gives an effective intra-co
resistor of 47 mV/turn instead of the assumed 30 mV/turn.
The resulting calculated noise levels, now in agreement w
the measurements, are given between parentheses in
III. The higher resistance cannot be attributed to the sh
resistance of the film forming the intra-coil damping res
tors, since the measurement of an on-wafer test struc
confirms the intra-coil resistance of 30 mV.

Cooling to 100 mK should reduces the non-SQU
Johnson noise contributions to 0.35mF0 /AHz. Based on ex-
perience so far with cooling individual SQUIDs the tot
MUX noise is expected to become'0.5mF0 /AHz at 100

TABLE III. Calculated MUX noise sources at 4 K.

Contributing item
First-stage noise

(mF0 /AHz)
Second-stage noise

(mF0 /AHz)

SQUID noise 0.3 0.3
SQUID intracoil

damping resistors
2.31 (1.85) 1.25~0.96!

Address resistors N.A. 0.81
Transformer intracoil

damping resistors
N.A. 0.25

Total 2.33~1.87! 1.54~1.32!

TABLE IV. Measured MUX white-noise levels.

SQUIDs switched on

First stage
~SQ1!
in FLL

Second stage
~SQ2!
in FLL

Third stage
~SA!

in FLL

SA 0.1mF0 /AHz
SA1SQ2 1.30mF0 /AHz
SA1SQ21SQ1I1 2.37mF0 /AHz 2.17mF0 /AHz
SA1SQ21SQ1I2 2.58mF0 /AHz
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mK. Initial noise measurements at 180 mK give a noise le
of 0.70mF0 /AHz.

D. Low-frequency noise

A typical low-frequency noise spectrum for the MU
measured in the experimental setup described abov
shown in Fig. 6. The corner frequency of the excess nois
about 10 Hz, and the noise spectral density of the lo
frequency part scales closer to 1/f 2 than 1/f . The measured
low-frequency spectrum cannot be accounted for by the lo
frequency noise of the SQUIDs themselves, as confirmed
separate measurements on similar SQUIDs in a w
shielded, low-noise setup. So the measured low-freque
noise is caused primarily by system aspects, such as the
electric voltages, electromagnetic interference from exter
sources, bias source instability, electronics instability a
harness instability, which can be largely eliminated by
careful system design.

An active technique for the reduction of a major part
the low-frequency system noise is chopping. MUX syste
1/f noise could be eliminated by square-wave chopping
TES bias between positive and negative values. Another
of chopping is by reading a ‘‘dark’’ first-stage SQUID i
every multiplex cycle ofN rows. A ‘‘dark’’ SQUID ~DS! is a
first-stage SQUID not connected to a detector. In Fig. 7
impact of this method on multiplexed data is shown. In th
case, the noise data of only two first-stage SQUIDs are r
out by means of multiplexing. The low-pass filtered signal
the DS is used to correct the data of the other SQUID. T
differencing method should remove low-frequency commo
mode noise in the two channels, including noise added a
the signals are multiplexed together. As a result, the lo
frequency noise and discrete disturbances in the corre
SQ1 are reduced. The noise spectral density of the corre
data~see Fig. 6! still has a corner frequency of 10 Hz, as fo
the uncorrected data, but the noise spectral density spec
now scales as 1/f .

FIG. 6. Low-frequency noise spectra density of the MUX as derived fr
the multiplexed data set shown in Fig. 7. Both the spectra before and
‘‘dark’’ SQUID correction are shown. Also shown is the calculated detec
noise spectral density matched to the MUX noise for multiplexing 32 ch
nels.
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For 32-channel multiplexing, the noise spectral dens
level of the TES sensor has to be a factor 32b above the
white-noise input level of the MUX.1 Using b.3 ensures
that the noise of the read out electronics is insignificant co
pared to the TES noise. The TES noise level is adjuste
the MUX noise level by design of the mutual inductance
the input coil and the bias resistance of the TES. The
signed TES noise spectral density level is shown in Fig
For this particular case, the frequencies at which the se
white noise and MUX low-frequency noise are equ
changes from 0.08 to'0.01 Hz when making use of the dar
SQUID chopping technique. This is particularly importa
for long uninterrupted observations of the submillimeter/f
infrared sky. We believe that with careful optimization of th
system the low-frequency excess noise can be reduce
this technique until it becomes limited only by the first-sta
SQUID noise.

E. Multiplex bandwidth and cross talk

For several stages of the MUX, the small-signal s
response has been measured in order to estimate se
times in the system. The measured time constants are in
eral consistent with the bandwidth measurements. The
response timet for a signal at the input and feedback coil
SQ1 is about 50–60 ns. So, settling times for switching

FIG. 7. Multiplexed noise data for two first-stage SQUIDs over a ti
period of about 600s. Also an average of the ‘‘dark’’ SQUID signal obtain
by low-pass filtering is shown. The bottom curve shows data corrected
this average. A large fraction of the low-frequency noise and several spe
disturbances are removed.
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FLL feedback level during multiplexing are governed by th
time constant.

In addition to switching the FLL levels, multiplexing
involves the successive on-and-off switching of first-sta
SQUIDs. The measured time constant for that switching p
cess is aboutt rise560 ns for switch-on andt fall590 ns for
switch-off. The switch-on time is consistent with the me
sured bandwidth of the system. The switch-off time is long
because as soon as the first stage SQUID becomes supe
ducting, the characteristicL/R time constant of the SQ1 bia
circuit decreases from 4.3 to 2.0 MHz.

Switching one SQUID off and the subsequent one on
exactly the same time creates an output voltage oversho
the start of each sampling period. This level is consist
with the output voltage difference between the first sta
SQUID in an on and off state, and the fact that the tim
constants for on-and-off switching are different. The pe
output voltage is equivalent to a 0.1F0 signal at the first-
stage input with a 60 ns rise time and 90 ns fall time. A
though timing offsets between on-and-off switching of su
sequent SQUIDs do significantly change this overshoot,
sampling conditions do not seem to improve.

At the start of each sample period, the output signa
allowed to settle for a fixed period of timetsettle before data
acquisition. Data acquisition occurs during the remain
portion of the dwell time,tdwell . If the settling time is made
longer, the forward-nearest-neighbor cross talk is reduc
but the noise bandwidth of the sample is increased. If
system is run open loop, the fraction of forward-neare
neighbor cross talk is

*tsettle

tdwelle2t/t falldt

*tsettle

tdwell~12e2t/trise!dt
. ~7!

Applying feedback significantly reduces crosstalk fro
the value in Eq.~7! within the feedback bandwidth, but not a
higher frequencies. Thus, Eq.~7! places an upper limit on the
cross talk. Different applications can tolerate differe
amounts of nearest-neighbor cross talk. In far-infrared
lometer systems, nearest-neighbor optical cross talk can
well above 10%. However, for x-ray spectrometers, the
quirements can be much more stringent. As an example
the system is run at a line rate of 1 MSa/s (tdwell51 ms), a
settle time of 600 ns is required to reduce the high-freque
forward-nearest-neighbor cross talk to below270 dB. Cross
talk to distant pixels due to this effect is much smaller.

y
fic
TABLE V. Cross-talk levels.

Item Attenuation~dB! with respect to signal input

From SQ1 inputs to SQ2
@SQ1s off#

SQ1I1
252 dB

SQ1I2
261 dB

SQ1I3
274 dB

SQ1I4
277 dB

From SQ1 neighbors to first
stage on-SQUID

Nearest-neighbor
252 dB

Next-nearest-
neighbor
272 dB

From each SQ1 to all other
SQ1s by common feedback

270 dB
IP license or copyright, see http://ojps.aip.org/rsio/rsicr.jsp
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In addition to the cross-talk mechanism discussed abo
several other sources of cross talk have been assessed a
measured levels are summarized in Table V. One sourc
cross talk is that input signals to first-stage off-SQUIDs g
erate a small output. This cross-talk source is strongest
SQ1I1 and becomes successively smaller for successive
stage SQUIDs. This cross talk is due to inductive coupl
between the input coils of the first-stage SQUIDs and
input coil of SQ2. Another source of cross talk takes pla
between first-stage input signals and a neighboring
SQUID. We give the levels for the nearest neighbor and
next-nearest neighbor of an active first-stage SQUID in Ta
V. All of these cross-talk sources could be reduced by mo
fying the geometry of the multiplexer~e.g., by increasing the
spacing between adjacent inductors!.

Finally, there is cross talk between a signal in each pi
of the MUX to all the other pixels in one column due to th
coupling between the common feedback line and the fi
stage inputs. The FLL feedback signal to each first-stage
SQUID will be seen by all the other pixels through this co
pling mechanism. The balanced SQUID pair at each inp
equipped with counterwound feedback coils, as discus
before, should largely reduce this effect. Measurements s
that the effective couplingkFB-IN between the feedback an
input coil equals 1.631022, considerably less than in th
first-generation MUX (kFB-IN'0.6). The cross talkDFCT

induced in all pixels connected to the common feedback
by the FLL action on a signalDFS in a certain pixel equals

DFCT/DFS5kFB-IN~12e2tDWELL /t IN!e2t/t IN, ~8!

with tdwell the dwell time at one pixel andt IN the effective
time constant of the SQUID input and TES sensor bias
cuit. Using the sampling frequency relation of Chervena1

one finds thattDWELL /t IN.p/gN with g.3 andN the num-
ber of pixels multiplexed in one column. If we taket
5 1

2NtDWELL andN532 this cross talk is270 dB, acceptable
for most applications presently foreseen. Another effect
the coupling between feedback and input is that each se
gets a power input equal to (kFB-IN)2/N of the signal power
in any other of theN21 pixels. ForN532 this equals2100
dB.

The coupling of the bias line to the input coil of th
first-stage on-SQUID is not balanced, since the bias line
the dummy SQUID is not connected. Therefore, t
switch-on of a SQUID generates screening currents in
input circuit equivalent to about 0.1F0 for the present con-
figuration. Since the time constant of the input circ
coupled to a TES is much longer then the dwell time t
results in an offset for each pixel. As long as this offset
constant it is of little concern, and it should be possible
eliminate this effect in future designs.

F. Multiplex examples

The functionality of our SQUID MUX has been teste
using a digital FLL feedback13 ~DFB! scheme, the characte
istics of which will be discussed in a separate article.
short, the DFB works as follows. During the dwell tim
tDWELL of a first-stage SQUID the MUX output signal
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sampled, digitized and averaged. The averaged signal is
to calculate a feedback signal by means of a PI algorith
This feedback signal is applied to the common first-sta
feedback line FB1 at the subsequent dwell time of the fi
stage SQUID readout, i.e., the feedback to a particular fi
stage SQUID takes place at the frame rate 1/tFRAME

51/NtDWELL , which is a direct measure of the feedba
bandwidth. As an example, sine-wave currents with frequ
cies of 300 Hz–2.4 kHz and peak-to-peak amplitudes co
sponding to 2F0 in the first-stage SQUIDs were applied
eight different input stages of the 32-channel multiplexer
dwell time tDWELL51.28ms was chosen. The demultiplexe
signals of the 8 SQUID MUX channels are shown in Fig.

V. SUMMARY AND RECOMMENDATIONS

A second-generation TDM for 32 channels has been
signed, fabricated, and tested. The system has a bandwid
approximately 3 MHz, and multiplexing of eight channels
digital FLL up to a sample rate of 0.78 MSa/s has be
demonstrated. The system noise level at the input of the
stage will be very close to 0.5mF0 /AHz at 100 mK. The
system is well suited for forthcoming submillimeter/fa
infrared imaging bolometer arrays, such as SCUBA-2,
well as for x-ray microcalorimeter arrays, such as the one
Constellation X.

Relatively small improvements considered for future d
signs are~1! the reduction of the cross talk between the fi
and second stage by increase of the distance between
and the first-stage input SQUIDs, and~2! suppression of the
coupling between the bias line of each first-stage SQUID
its input circuit by the implementation of a symmetrical bi
design.

More important, especially for x-ray microcalorimete
applications, is the increase of bandwidth. Within the pres
architecture the bandwidth can be improved by a numbe
measures. Increase of the intracoil damping resistors on
SQUIDs by a factor of 4, almost certainly possible witho
any penalty in SQUID-coil resonances, will move the po

FIG. 8. Functionality test of the SQUID MUX with digital feedback. Sin
wave currents with frequencies of 300 Hz–2.4 kHz and peak-to-peak
plitudes corresponding to 2F0 in the first-stage SQUIDs were applied t
eight input coils. The dwell timetDWELL was 1.28ms per channel. The
demultiplexed feedback signals are shown. The curves are vertically sh
for clarity.
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caused by the coil self inductances and the coil damp
resistors above 20 MHz. Modifications of the connections
the present series-array SQUID will enable reduction of
input inductance by about a factor 2, moving the pole due
the dynamic resistance of SQ2 and the input self-inducta
of the SA to 15 MHz. Further increase in the bandwidth
the coupling to the series-array SQUID could be made
modification of the series-array design, for example the
troduction of a step-up transformer on the series-array in
while increasing the number of turns per SQUID, or redu
tion of the number of SQUIDs in the series array while
creasing the number of turns. In order to increase the ba
width of the bias circuit of SQ1, presently 4.4 to 5.6 MH
the inductanceLTL of the transformer loop can be reduce
The transfer from SQ1 to SQ2 is given by Eq.~1!. So, re-
duction of LTL allows for reduction ofM INT , and resulting
also in the required reduction ofL INT , thereby increasing the
bandwidth of the bias circuit. Reduction ofLTL can be ob-
tained in two ways:~1! reduction of the stray components b
use of wider strip lines in the transformer secondary coil a
~2! reduction of L IN2 by use of a standard, nonfloatin
washer SQUID with high coupling efficiency. Both measur
will reduceLTL by about a factor of 2, so thatM INT can be
decreased by a factor of 2 as well, increasing the bandw
by a factor of 4. This is achieved by changing the tra
former coils turns ratio to 10:1, so thatL INT would become
approximately 20 nH, resulting in a bandwidth of 21 MHz

In summary, we expect that the bandwidths of all po
in the SQUID multiplexing circuit could be increased
about 20 MHz, increasing the achievable sample rate
about a factor of 4 to approximately 12 MHz. Further i
crease in the bandwidth would likely require a modificati
of the circuit architecture.
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Some scope also exists to reduce the input system no
Enhancement of gain between the first and second s
could reduce the noise to about 0.4mF0 /AHz at 100 mK.
Reduction of the intracoil damping resistors as envisaged
the bandwidth might bring the noise down further.
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